Political Islam
Adopted From Dr. Bill Warner’s Books

Part 3—The 5 Pillars of Islam
1. Confession---shahada---There is no god but Allah and Mohammed is his prophet.
2. Almsgiving—zakat---This is only dispersed to Muslims (no Kafir) or support jihad (war
against Kafir).
3. Prayer---salat-- 5 times daily.
4. Pilgrimage--Hajj---At least one trip to Mecca required during life.
5. Fasting (especially during Ramadan)---sawm---No food or drink while sun is up.
(6) Jihad—war/struggle against Kafir. It is a pillar since it is required of all Muslims. However, it
does not have to involve a sword, gun or bomb. Jihad can be done with the sword, with the
mouth, with a pen and with money. It is my opinion that our president is a Muslim and is using
his office and power as jihad---to battle against a kafir nation founded as a kafir nation. This is
the political aspect.
The Koran spends most of its time dealing with the kafir. The kafir are headed for hell. Not because of
any immoral act, such as murder or stealing, but because they denied Mohammed his place as the
prophet of Allah. Kafir go to Hell NOT because of moral shortcomings but intellectual dissent.
Also, Islam does NOT have a Golden Rule. There is only Muslims and kafir—no brotherhood of
humanity. Islam means submission or surrender. The idea is you surrender to the will of Allah and he
grants peace and safety. This is where the deception and apologist get by saying “Islam is a religion of
peace.” But, for the kafir it is either submit or be destroyed. Again, this forced submission is political.
Islam, through jihad, has be the most consistently growing religion ever. Only two times has it
retreated. Once in 1492 in Spain and again in 1683 in Eastern Europe. Democracy is fairly new and
hard to implement and even harder to maintain. Islam is 1400 years old and is easy to implement. Once
it controls a nation that nation never goes away from Islam, Spain being the only exception. To move
back away from Islam means an outside force has to kill all Muslims in the area or militarily drive all of
them out, not just a change of rulers. All of this is very political, not religious. It is a phenomenally
successful political ideology.
Now we can see the foolishness of our recent Presidents trying to change an Islamic nation by
changing its rulers and trying to implement democracy. That approach, especially by President Bush 2,
was doomed to fail because he does not understand Islam as a political ideology, he sees it as a religion
(of peace) and probably equates it to Christianity style religion that simply has a Koran instead of the
Bible. You see, there are no rules for jihad against the kafir. You can have a purple finger or tell white or
black lies if it furthers the cause of Allah and it is not immoral it is celebrated.

Another thing we kafirs need to understand is that a kafir is basically a kafir. Whether a kafir is a
Buddhist or an atheist is no never mind to an Islamist and will not be treated differently. They are equally
evil because they deny Mohammed’s prophet status, Allah and the Koran. Remember kafir is a political
term. They religiously categorize definitions such as polytheist and infidel. Infidel is a religious term and
applies mainly to Christians and Jews. That is why for this study we use kafir. And it is amazing that the
kafir are not the least bit interested in understanding Islam.
Also, Islam is a complete civilization. They have their Sharia law, religion and political system
and structure. They do not need the kafir and are bent on destroying them. That is why many national
leaders are drastically failing by thinking that if they appease Muslims that those Muslims will feel more
gracious toward them. Wow, those national leaders are dead wrong. Those Muslims coming into Europe
will eventually turn and destroy the kafir. They are commanded to do so. They do not care what method
of form the destruction takes. They must be laughing inside at the foolishness of world leaders today that
are basically committing political suicide. They are helping the jihad against themselves. Or like some of
our leaders are they already secretly committed to Islam?
Furthermore, that is why when Islam takes over a nation it totally removes all vestiges of any
other religion(s) that were present there. Egypt is a prime example. Now that Islam has take over Egypt
all traces of Christianity and even their original civilization has been removed or destroyed. Why?
Because the Koran commands it? NO! Because Mohammed did it that way. Are you catching on?
In sum, “The basics of Islam are the Five Pillars, jihad, submission, duality and the Kafir. Once you
understand those words, you can understand how Political Islam has annihilated civilizations for 1400
years.”
(Warner, Bill. A Self-Study Course on Political Islam, Level 1 (p. 18). CSPI Publishing, Inc.. Kindle Edition.)

